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Cyber-physical Applications



Coordination is Key



Shared Notion of Time

Clock synchronization systems:

● GPS
● Network Time Protocol
● Precision Time Protocol

Agnostic to application-specific requirements

Clock synchronization is not perfect -> uncertainty



Time-as-a-Service (TaaS)

The ability to provide an application-specific clock tracking time reference, such 
that the timing uncertainty does not exceed application specified requirements

Quality of Time: end-to-end uncertainty bounds corresponding to a timestamp, 
with respect to a clock reference

1) Safety constraints
2) Performance requirements
3) Assumptions/tolerances of the controller



Quartz

Features fully user-space implementation that

1) Supports multi-tenancy
2) Operates at geo-distributed (WAN) scale
3) Portable to an array of application domains and platforms
4) Provides API for distributed coordination based on abstracting timeline



DronePorter



TimeCop



Timeline Abstraction

Abstracts away clock synchronization from applications

A timeline provides a shared virtual clock reference to all distributed components 
of an application

Provides functionalities

1) Allows application to specify which components coordinate with each other
2) provides visibility into where each application component is deployed, and 

what its QoT requirements are with respect to the timeline reference

To allow orchestration of clock-synchronization protocols which ensures QoT 
requirements are met



Quartz API



Quartz Code Example



Architecture and Implementation

Challenges to overcome:

● Scalability (architecture)
● Autonomy (architecture)
● Portability (implementation)
● Ease of development (api)



Hierarchical Architecture

Node: single computing node/device with an independent clock

Cluster: any administrator-defined set of networked nodes that can communicate 
each other

● nodes setup over LAN

Global: represents global set of clusters



Types of Timelines

Local: discoverable only on nodes inside cluster in which the timeline is created

Global: discoverable by any node in the global set of clusters. 



Architecture



Timeline Service



QoT Clock-Synchronization Service



Coordination Service



Global View



Quartz Clocks



Hardware Timestamping

Network interfaces usually have their own clocks and provide ability to timestamp 
in hardware at physical layer to enable accurate timestamping and clock 
synchronization



How is it autonomous?



Timeline Clock Synchronization

Global

NTP to synchronize to Universal Coordinated Time (UTC)

Local (cluster scope)

PTP Precision Time Protocol

Huygens - state of the art protocol



TimeCop



Evaluation: Accuracy

Assess accuracy of the clock-synchronization protocols that Quartz supports

NTP, PTP, and Huygens

Two embedded/edge-form-factor platforms:

Intel NUC and Beaglebone Black (BBB)

How well do they track UTC?



Evaluation: Accuracy 

1μs = 1 microsecond = a millionth of a second



Evaluation: Accuracy 



Evaluation: Accuracy 



Evaluation: Scalability

Assess ability to provide time- as-a-Service at geo-distributed scale

Continental - 15 VMS -> 3 states (VA, OHIO, OR)

Global - 20 VMS -> 5 continents (NA, EU, AUS, ASIA)



Continental Scalability Results



Global Scalability Results



Key Contributions

1) Overcoming challenges and architectural decisions in exposing TaaS to 
maintain timelines and estimate QoT at geo-distributed scale

2) Introduces techniques to make clock-synchronization protocols that are 
adaptive to application QoT requirements

3) Introduces Quartz


